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Aerial view of the Niger River
West Africa

Woman selling pre-prepared 
food around the village

Context
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A women’s collective garden

Context

Study population: Low-income 
women in rural areas of Niger

● Predominantly Muslim
● Hausa & Djerma ethnic groups
● ¼ - ⅓ in polygamous households
● High fertility rate (7 births/woman)
● Low formal education (0-1 yrs)
● Low mobile phone saturation (~16%)

“On est ensemble” 
“We are together”
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● Interdependent, normatively tight
sociocultural context (Gelfand et
al., 2011; Hofstede, 2001)



Research questions

1. What are the impacts of psychosocial interventions
in a multi-component poverty reduction program?

2. What are mechanisms driving impacts of the
psychosocial interventions?
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1.What are the impacts of psychosocial
interventions in a multi-component poverty 

reduction program? 
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Randomized evaluation of an augmented multi-faceted poverty reduction program
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Randomized evaluation of an augmented multi-faceted poverty reduction program
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Randomized evaluation of an augmented multi-faceted poverty reduction program
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Randomized evaluation of an augmented multi-faceted poverty reduction program
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1.

2.



Multi-level psychosocial intervention
1. Community sensitization

• Film (story of Amina) + guided group discussion
• Designed to shift community norms and aspirations

through role models and social consensus
techniques (Bandura, 2001; Lewin, 1952)

• Conveyed both independent and interdependent
models of agency (Markus & Conner, 2014; Markus
& Kitayama, 1991)

Film en plein air © Andrea Borgarello

Film clip: https://vimeo.com/251731247/a94aa34d87

2. Life-skills training
• 1 week of group-based trainings
• Designed to teach skills (problem solving, decision

making, leadership) and build self-worth, self- and
collective-efficacy (e.g., Acevedo et al., 2017)
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https://vimeo.com/251731247/a94aa34d87
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Benefit-cost ratios at 18 
months

Psychosocial: 126%
Full: 95%
Capital: 58%

Bossuroy, T., Goldstein, M., Karlan, D., Kazianga, 
H., Parienté, W., Premand, P., Thomas, C., Udry, C., 

Vaillant, J., Wright, K. (2021). Pathways out of 
Extreme Poverty: Tackling psychosocial and capital 

constraints with a multi-faceted social protection 
program in Niger (Policy Research Working Paper 

No. 9562). World Bank, Washington D.C.



2. What are mechanisms driving impacts of
the psychosocial interventions? 

Examining two models of economic agency
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Independent, 
entrepreneurial model 

- Personal goals and self-
advancement

- Self-direction and
ambition

More associated with WEIRD, middle-
income, and masculine ways of being 

Interdependent, 
solidarity model

- Social coordination and
collective growth

- Collaboration and social
harmony

More associated with non-WEIRD, lower-
income, and feminine ways of being 

Reinforcing one of two models of economic agency in Amina’s story
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Alcala et al., 2018; Henrich, 2020; Ma et al., in prep; Markus & Conner, 2014; Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Stephens et al., 2012; Thomas & Markus, in prep



—— Interdependent —— —— Independent ——

Local model of economic agency
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—— Interdependent —— —— Independent ——

Local model of economic agency
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χ2 (3, N = 1216) = 232.4, p = <.001



Community
sensitization
(Amina’s story)

Block randomization

Multi-component 
program 
• Business

trainings
• Life skills

trainings
• Market access
• Coaching
• Cash transfer
• Savings groups

Follow up 
survey at 1yr 

(post psych 
intervention)

Participants 
enrolled 
N = 2,628
from subsample 
of villages 
receiving 
psychosocial 
interventions

Mechanisms experiment

Control
(n = 1,296)

Independent 
Initiative
(n = 666)

Interdependent 
Initiative 
(n = 666)

Wise intervention format 
(Walton & Wilson, 2018): 
4-min video + 10-15 min
exercise
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Independent Initiative: Economic activity as personal 
initiative and advancement 

20 sec clip of 4 min video
Drawings by Constant Tonakpa

Video Guided exercise

- Identify effective
entrepreneurial strategies

- Visualize and set personal
goals

- Problem solve around
possible obstacles to goals

Based on Wish-Outcome-Obstacle-Plan 
exercise tested in the West (Oettingen, 
2014) and personal initiative training 
(Campos et al., 2017)
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http://drive.google.com/file/d/1UMWMTHAOpLkMQl3meYCWeDuioYFff3Mh/view


Interdependent Initiative: Economic activity as social 
collaboration and community advancement

20 sec clip of 4 min video
Drawings by Constant Tonakpa

Guided exercise

- Identify effective social
strategies

- Visualize and set collective
goals

- Problem solve around
possible social obstacles

Adaptation of Independent Initiative 
exercise to reflect interdependent agency 
(Markus & Conner, 2014; Stephens et al., 
2012; Thomas, Otis, et al., 2020) 

Video
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http://drive.google.com/file/d/1VnGzP7IGXUPd8R_XwukbSZ_lWnipemjV/view


Business performance index

1. Business investments (reported assets, investments, no.
businesses, businesses started in past year, projected
investment/divestment)

2. Business earnings (reported profits, revenues)

Business index at 1 year follow up
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Interdependent Initiative intervention increases business index at 1 yr

Error bars: 95% CI
Cluster robust SE
Model controls for 

randomization strata 20



Sub-indices: Interdependent Initiative intervention marginally increases 
business investments and earnings
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Error bars: 95% CI
Cluster robust SE
Model controls for 

randomization strata
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Interventions had similar, small effects on psychosocial outcomes at 1 yr
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Error bars: 95% CI
Cluster robust SE
Model controls for 

randomization strata



Conclusion

• Brief psychosocial interventions, if appropriate timely and tailored, can 
improve the cost-effectiveness of anti-poverty programs 

• Solidarity breeds prosperity: the interdependent initiative intervention 
improves women’s business outcomes and suggests a better fit with the 
context

• Culturally-tuned behavioral science has the potential to accelerate 
poverty reduction while being attuned to and preserving more 
interdependent ways of being 
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More examples: Thomas, Catherine C., and Markus, Hazel Rose. 
Forthcoming. “Enculturating Development Science: Beyond the WEIRD 
Independent Paradigm.”
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Thank you! 

Contact: Catherine Thomas, 
ccthomas@stanford.edu

Thank you to
- My collaborators: Hazel Markus and Greg Walton 

(Stanford Psychology), Soumaila Abdoulaye Sambo 
(Niger World Bank consultant), Thomas Bossuroy and 
Patrick Premand (World Bank) and many others

- Research participants in Niger
- Survey partner Sahel Consulting, led by Adamou 

Hamadou
- Funders Stanford King Center on Global Development, 

Sahel Adaptive Social Protection Program, and others 
- Research assistance from Ellen Reinhart, Karim Paré
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How might the psychosocial intervention 
effects vary across villages?
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**
ns

Measure: Choice of 
normative vs  
non-normative 
behavior, 
aggregated to the 
village-level
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Outcomes are best for women in more open villages who receive 
the Interdependent Initiative intervention

Walton, G. M., & Yeager, D. S. (2020). 
Seed and soil: Psychological 
affordances in contexts help to explain 
where wise interventions succeed or 
fail. Current Directions in Psychological 
Science, 29(3), 219-226.
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peace

good relations in community
did not feel alone

persistence / hard work?

self-initiative? 

self-initiative? 

social capital in hh? (could capture hh size…)

access to emergency funds (reflection of wealth?)

given alms in last 30 days (reflection of wealth or religiosity / peace?)

anticipated socioeconomic mobility

did not feel fatigued
felt energized

thinks people are trustworthy
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